Torsion-Trip V-PLOW
9300 series

Super-bright quad halogen
headlights have up to twice the
power of typical sealed beam
lamps.
Moldboards flare out from 30
inches high at center to 37 inches
(8 1/2' plow) or 38 inches (9 1/2'
plow). The high curve corrosion-proof and dent-resistant
HDPE plow surface reduces friction
for better snow flow resulting in
more efﬁcient plowing. Optional
rubber or polyethylene snow
deflectors available.
Wrap-around curb guards with
chrome-alloy wear-bars provide
protection from premature wear
and damage.
Chrome-alloy wear-bars for
extended cutting edge life.

Solid Performance
in a Torsion Trip-Edge Plow

Top-quality design, construction, and components in a
contractor-duty plow.

Double-acting hydraulic
cylinders hold wings securely in
position, even while backdragging.

Simple, reliable torsion-trip
edge provides independent
protection to each plow wing.

The Hiniker 9300 Series Torsion-Trip V-Plows offer the versatility that only a V-Plow can, along with the
strength and operator convenience that you’ve come to expect from Hiniker. Deep-curl flared wings cast
deep snow farther and higher, while providing more scoop capacity than ever.
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Torsion-Trip V-Plow
9300 Series
Convenient Command
of all V-plow functions:
Scoop
Vee
Angle Right
Angle Left

Vee

Scoop

Raise and Lower

Angle Right

Angle Left

Available in 8.5 and 9.5 ft.
widths.
Customizable with optional
skid shoes, wing kits, and
One pass plowing . . . no problem!
Hiniker’s pitch adjustment levels the
blade to assure full ground contact
for optimum cleaning efficiency.

snow deflectors.

High-performance power unit
provides quick response &
long-term reliability.

Speciﬁcations:
MODEL

9385

9395

Blade Width

8 1/2'

9 1/2'

V-Position

93"

103"

Scoop

84"

94"

Straight

102"

114"

Angle

88"

99"

30-37"

30-38"

Cutting Widths

Moldboard Height

1⁄4" HMW poly

Moldboard Surface

6

Trip Springs
Weight (Net of Truck Mounted Hardware)
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841 lb.

887 lb.
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Truck Plow Accessories
Maximize Performance
Rubber Snow Deflectors

Conventional Plow Box Ends

Flexible rubber snow deflectors are
designed to keep blowing snow out
of the driver’s sightline, while providing flexibility when carrying or
stacking big loads. Add a spring kit
for additional rigidity.

Polyethylene Snow Deflectors

Capture snow with a set of Hiniker
box ends. Recommended for best
backdragging efficiency with the
Hiniker C-Plow. (Not available for
V-plows, Scoop plows or Mid-Size
series plows.)

Flexstand

Semi-rigid polyethylene provides a
slick surface for enhanced snow
flow. Adaptable to all Hiniker plows
except the C-Plow.

Wear Bars

Make the most user-friendly controller in the industry even better with a
Hiniker Flexstand. Easy to install, a
convenient magnetic mount allows
quick removal when
not needed.

Snowplow Emergency Transport Strap
Save time and reduce maintenance
costs with a set of abrasion-resistant
chromium alloy wear bars. Get
as much as three times the normal
cutting edge wear life. (Standard on
6000, 7000 Series)

Curb Guards

In the unlikely event of hydraulic or
electrical failure, this handy strap will
hold the plow up in the transport
position while driving back to the
shop.

V-Plow Box Wings
Wrap-around curb guards protect the
ends of your plow from excessive
wear, helping prevent expensive
repairs. Available for all Hiniker
plows.

Also available with integrated
chromium alloy wear bars for
enhanced
cutting
edge
life.
(Standard on 9300 V-Plows)
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Available for Trip Edge V-Plows.
Add more carrying capacity to your
Hiniker V-Plow.Designed for quick
single-pin installation on each side
of the plow, they are easily removed
for transport or for conventional
plowing.
*Shown on flared wing.
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Accessories

Maximize Performance

Rubber Cutting Edges
Protect expensive brick, cobblestone, and embossed surfaces with
a Hiniker rubber cutting edge.
Comes complete with attaching
hardware.

½" Steel Cutting Edges
Get extra wear in heavy use with ½"
thick replacement cutting edges.
Available as replacement parts for
all Hiniker plows except the 700
Mid-Size Series.

Available for all models except
V-plows.

Skid Shoes

Emergency Parts Kit
Standard equipment on 2000, 8000,
and 10000 Series Plows, these
long-lasting cast ductile iron skid
shoes may also be ordered and
installed on the 700, 6000, 7000, and
9300 Series Plows.

Hiniker Cold Flow Hydraulic Fluid
Ensure maximum cold weather
performance with genuine Hiniker
Cold Flow hydraulic fluid. Minus 60
degree pour point ensures faster,
more efficient operation in all types
of weather.
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Contains several of the most
commonly needed repair parts,
including pins, a hydraulic hose,
solenoid coil, headlight relay, and
hydraulic fluid.

Genuine Hiniker Replacement Parts
Maintain your Hiniker Equipment
with genuine Hiniker factory replacement parts. Get the exact spec and
fit you need for top performance.
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